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65th Anniversary—Exercise Tiger

Honour Guard for 65th Celebration

The Slapton Sands Memorial (Sherman Tank pictured above) has been the primary charity of
the Detachment for over 4 years now. We have raised over £4000 for the Memorial and are
happy to see improvements over the years. The efforts of Detachment 1088 have helped to continue the development of the site to now include plans for a plaque to display the names of the
fallen. The tank was pulled from the surf at the site of the battle. We are honoured to be
counted with the other supporters for an American memorial in England for the men who died in
this ill-fated exercise.
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COMMANDANT’S CORNER
Detachment successful and note-worthy.
Dear Bulldog,
The time has come to say farewell and good luck to a Fine Marine, “Bill
English”. I consider Bill a friend, as well as a Brother in Arms. While in
Detachment 1088, we have, from the beginning, grown closer through
our continuing efforts to raise funds for the Slapton Sands Memorial. The
hard, as well as the good times in the Detachment have continued to
build on our relationship as Members of Detachment 1088 into one that I
hope will be remembered by all as one that kept “Semper Fi” and the
USMC as our primary focus. He has given freely of his spare time to the
Slapton Sands Memorial and our fund raising efforts. He has supported
me as my Sr. Vice-Commandant as well as Jr. Vice-Commandant and
Sergeant at Arms for previous Executive Committees. His efforts in the
Golf Tournaments has helped to raise over £4000 for the Slapton Sands Memorial, as well as additional funds
for the Detachment. Now we also know that behind most every strong Marine, there is a even stronger
woman! The one who waits at home with his slippers and dinner, and who takes care of him when he isn’t well
(This isn’t meant to be patronizing!). In Elizabeth’s case, this includes Marine War Stories and Golf stories
(same type of stories that fishermen tell with literary license and exaggeration). She was also supportive in the
Detachment duties that Bill undertook: this included attendance at Golf Tournaments for the Memorial, running
raffles, cutting up tickets, and basically giving him the necessary kick up the backside when needed. From myself and the Detachment, let me thank you and confirm you as a excellent example of a Marine Wife! I must
say I will miss Bill very much, but also wish him the best of luck in his retirement to Florida and to keep a cool
one for me when I visit! Thank you!! Now, one more item. The AGM is on the 22nd of June, 2010. Please
think seriously about this year as our numbers of Marine Members are very small. We already have a number
of members doing double duty, so this tells us we need a membership drive. Please take every opportunity to
contact absent members and investigate finding new members. We are a small detachment and need every
former American Marine we can find. We have a robust Associate membership, as well as an increasing Patron list, thanks to various Associates, namely LtGen Dunkerley. We all work very hard at keeping this Detachment viable and successful. This coming year will be no exception. I would like to see a large turnout for this
AGM, so take it upon yourself to confirm at least one additional member to attend beside yourself. We need to
impress on the current membership that we can’t continue to survive with the few and the proud that we currently have. We need to grow: and quickly! Thank you for your continuing support and I look forward to seeing
you at the next meeting on the 22nd of June, which will be our AGM. Semper Fi
Bob Martin, Commandant, Marine Corps League, Detachment 1088 London
“I was never afraid of failure, for I would sooner fail than not be among the best.” John Keats
(He must have been a Marine!!! Ed….)

Gentlemen, our annual membership fees
are due. Please see the below for costs.
Payments to Andrew Colquhoun: Paymaster — Cheques made payable to Marine Corps League London Detachment
1088.

The Bulldog is published throughout the
year. Although there are no pre-defined
deadline dates, we will ask for article submissions 1 week prior to a notification of
publication by email from the Editor.
All articles should not be copied from
prior Bulldog publications.
Thank you in advance, for your contributions.

The Life member dues are as follows:
35 and under US$550—£340
36 to 50 US$440—£270
51 - 60 US$330—£200
61 and over US$165 —£100
For USMC members:
Renewal US$40—£25
New member US$45—£28
For Associates
Renewal US$40—£25
New Associate US$45—£28
Dual renew US$40—£25
Dual new US$45—£28

Bill English
Sr. Vice Commandant
Editor
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Items of Interest

From Left to Right—Nathan Resnick, LST 511 - Paul Gerolstein, LST 515 - Frank Derby, LST 496

Survivors of Exercise Tiger paying their respects at the Sherman Tank Slapton Sands Memorial.
This tree was planted by
the members of Temple
Golf Club in memory of
the 6 courageous airmen
of the 578 Squadron,
who gave their lives on
18 June 1944 so that
other might live. I believe the tree has since
died, but this memorial
now takes pride of place.
I noticed this when I
played a recent event
there.
“Do not only follow where the path may lead, but go instead where there is no path,
Harold R. McAlindon (also attributed to Emerson and others)
and leave a trail!”
Platoon 294—my platoon
in Basic Training in
Parris Island Recruit
Depot. Notice we only
had one trophy: the PFT
trophy! We were so inept as a Platoon, that we
were always running or
dropping and giving the
DI’s 20—or until THEY
were tired! Suffice to
say that we were at
least the fittest platoon
in the Series! You’ll have
a hard time identifying
Recruit English!
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Detachment Awards/Recognition
LtGen Jonathon Dunkerley, presenting a Veterans’ award to members of Detachment 1088 for service to the community and the
Marine Corps League. “Never tell people how to do things. Tell them what to do and they will
surprise you with their ingenuity.” General George Patton

Lt Gen Jonathon Dunkerley

Presenting decoration to Commandant Martin

Presenting decoration to Sr. Vice-Commandant English

Presenting decoration to Sgt at Arms Young

Presenting decoration to Jr. Past Commandant Allen

Presenting decoration to QuarterMaster Bradley
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QuarterMaster Page
Quartermaster - London Detachment 1088
Frank Bradley
bradleyfuk@yahoo.co.uk

Did you know that members can visit the MCL Ship’s Store web site, www.mcleague.com/shipsstore, to
purchase Marine Corps and Marine Corps League related items and to browse the many other items including gift ideas.
The quartermaster has a stock of these items which you can purchase at detachment meetings.
CAP

CAP ORNAMENT

BLAZER BUTTONS

LAPEL PIN

The Quartermaster is available to assist London Detachment 1088 members to purchase MCL items such
as the Red Blazer, Cap, Ornaments and Pins.
When ordering a Red Blazer, contact the Quartermaster and have the following information ready:
Your name
Address
Contact phone number
E-mail address
Size (i.e. 44 Regular, 45 Short, 46 Long, etc.)
The Quartermaster uses the Hardwick web site where prices can vary and delivery can take up to two
months, so plan ahead.
Semper Fi
Frank

“Try not to become a man of success, but a man of value.”
Albert Einstein
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Sergeant at Arms Page

My wife and I attended the last MCL London
Detachment 1088 meeting at RMR Bermondsey. First and foremost, I want to express my
thanks to all for the way my wife was greeted.
She was impressed with the way subjects for
discussion were brought forth and handled, and
also very pleased to be so warmly greeted and
included. This presentation was the first she
has ever attended and laid to rest the everpresent mental pictures of drunken, brawling
Marines, crying in their beer over past war stories—just joking!
As Sergeant at Arms, one of my responsibilities is to maintain order and control access to
the room. I have noticed that more attention is being paid to proper
protocol when the Commandant is speaking and things are being properly
brought to him, first, and in a respectful manner. This is right and proper. There is protocol
to be followed for a Detachment meeting and as we are such a small detachment, we have
modified these to make the meeting more concise and practical. Many of us travel considerable distances for these meetings, and excessive procedure can be daunting. That being
said, we still need to show respect for the League, Detachment and Commandant by holding
responses or questions until recognised by the chair (Commandant). This has improved recently. Thank you.
From my chair, the people who owe for uniforms should be professional enough to come
forward and pay. Frank Bradley, our QuarterMaster, was kind enough to
respond to your request. Now, please return this favour by settling your account!
There are two good articles from the Judge Advocate in the latest issue of the Semper Fi
magazine, regarding wearing of items not earned or claiming for service that was not accomplished. As stated, this is fraud, with fines of up to $5000.00 and/or 5 years in jail. Don't
be foolish and try to impress. If you were a Marine, you are Marine, and subject at the very
least, to your personal integrity, and at the most, to the Uniform Code.
Enough said.
Semper Fi,
Paul Young Sgt at Arms
“Leadership does not always wear the harness of compromise.”
Woodrow Wilson
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Guest Page
14th March 2010
I would like to start my article with a thank you. It was a pleasure to meet you all on Tuesday evening and share the meeting with you. For me, it was a rare glimpse in to a world that I know very little about. I have an enormous amount of respect for the Marine Corps and for those who are brave
enough to serve in the Forces.
It was an honour to see Major Young receive his award from the LtGen. Dunkerley and it started me
thinking about my career. I have been a nurse for the past 27 years and have dedicated the last 20
years to Palliative Care. Yet, in the nursing world, there are few opportunities for recognition of service.
Palliative Care is a branch of Medicine which is dedicated to caring for patients with life-limiting or
life-threatening illnesses or incurable illnesses. Our aim is to improve a patient’s quality of life by
ensuring they receive good, symptom management and support both the patient and family.
I am currently the nurse-manager of a Day Hospice unit at St. Luke’s Hospice in Basildon, Essex. I
remember, before I started working in the Hospice, my Dad asked me: “Why do you want to work
in such a place!” The answer was easy and is well demonstrated in the story that I will use to finish
my article. I hope you enjoy reading it. Thank you once again for the pleasure of meeting you.
Yours respectfully,
Shirley Young

“Our life's a stage, a comedy: either learn to play and take it lightly, or bear
its troubles patiently.”
Palladas

“ONE AT A TIME”
Jim was walking down a deserted Mexican beach at sunset.
As he walked along, he noticed another man in the distance.
As he grew nearer, he noticed that the local native kept leaning down,
picking something up and throwing it out into the water.
Time and again he kept hurling things out in to the ocean.
As Jim approached, he noticed the man was picking up starfish
that had been washed up onto the beach and one at a time,
he was throwing them back in to the water.
Jim was puzzled. He approached the man and said, “Good evening friend.
I was wondering what you are doing.”
“I’m throwing these starfish back into the ocean. You can see it’s now low tide.
All of these starfish have been washed up onto the shore.
If I don’t throw them back into the sea, they will die through lack of oxygen.”
“I understand” Jim replied, “but there must be thousands of starfish on this beach.
You can’t possibly get to all of them. There are simply too many. And don’t you realize,
This is probably happening on hundreds of beaches up and down this coast?
Can’t you see that you can’t possibly make a difference? ”
The local native smiled, bent down and picked up yet another starfish.
As he threw it back in to the sea, he replied,
“Made a difference to that one!!”
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Blood Chit
Blood Chit: (excerpt from Warrior Culture of the U.S. Marines, copyright 2001 Marion F. Sturkey)
Blood Chit is the common term for the written notice, in several languages, carried by Marine aircrews in
combat. If their aircraft is shot down, the notice (1) identifies the Americans and (2) encourages the local
population to assist them.
The concept is over 200 years old. Jean-Pierre Blanchard, the famous French balloonist, came to America in 1793 to demonstrate hot air balloon flight. He would ascend from Philadelphia. Where he would
come down, of course, no one knew. And, Blanchard did not speak English. George Washington, U.S.
President, gave Blanchard a letter addressed to "All citizens of the United States." The letter asked that
Blanchard be befriended and given safe passage back to Philadelphia.
This idea lay dormant for over 100 years. But, in World War I the British RAF issued "ransom notes" to its
pilots flying in India and Mesopotamia. These notes, written in Arabic, Urdu, Farsi, and Pashto, promised
a reward to anyone bringing an unharmed British pilot or observer to the nearest British outpost. British
airmen called the notes goolie chits. (Goolie was the Hindustani word for ball, and many hostile tribesmen had been turning captured airmen over to local women for castration.)
When the mercenary Flying Tigers went to China in 1937 to battle the Japanese, they carried blood chits.
These printed notices bore the Chinese flag and Chinese lettering which stated:
This foreign person has come to China to help in the war effort. Soldiers and civilians, one
and all, should rescue, protect, and provide him with medical care.
Later, when the United States entered the war in 1941, it issued blood chits in almost 50 different languages. And, a reward was offered to those who assisted downed fliers.
The U.S. government kept its word. The greatest reward ever given went to the family that aided a B-29
crew shot down on 12 July 1950, two weeks after the start of the Korean War. The crewmen, badly injured, were found by North Korean civilians. Yu Ho Chun found the blood chit in the pocket of one flier.
He gave the Americans medical aid. Then, at great personal risk, he put them on a junk and sailed them
100 miles down the coast to safety. Two weeks later the North Korean Army found Chun, tortured him,
and then killed him. But, 43 years later in 1993 the United States paid $100,000.00 to his son, Yu Song
Dan.
During the war in Vietnam the fighter, attack, and helicopter crews carried new blood chits. These chits
displayed the American flag, plus an appeal in 14 languages: English, Burmese, Thai, Old Chinese, New
Chinese, Laotian, Cambodian, Tagalog, Vietnamese, Visayan, Malayan, French, Indonesian, and Dutch.
The wording in each language was the same:
I am a citizen of the United States of America. I do not speak your language. Misfortune forces
me to seek your assistance in obtaining food, shelter, and protection. Please take me to someone
who will provide for my safety and see that I am returned to my people. My government will
reward you.
In Vietnam, as in World War II, some unique missions required unique measures. On certain Black Ops
flights, in addition to their blood chits, the aircrews carried paper money and gold coins. Needless to say,
these required strict inventory control. Upon return from a mission, "I just lost it!" wouldn't work.
Today the United States has pre-printed blood chits most for locations throughout the world. Blood chits,
in the appropriate languages, were issued to airmen for operations in Panama, Grenada, Somalia, Bosnia, and the Gulf War. Since the Gulf War, use of blood chits has continued among airmen flying the hostile skies of Southwest Asia. Today the blood chit package includes money, and sometimes a pointeetalkee pictorial display.
A Blood Chit issued to the American
Volunteer Group, the “Flying Tigers”.
The Chinese characters instruct to
help, protect and provide medical
treatment.

A Blood Chit used by UN pilots
during the Korean War.
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Historical Interest
Defense Attaché Office just opposite Air America complex and
Tan Son Nhut Airport in 1975 during Operation Eagle Pull.

I was a L/Cpl with the Saigon Marine Security Guard Detachment during the evacuation and was one of the Watchstanders split
from the Detachment at the Embassy to help manifest people out of the airport, and later via the CH-46 & CH-53’s from the
Fleet. I remember spending most of my time at LZ’s 36, 37, & 38. We shut down LZ 36 early on, then LZ 38. I helped secure
the explosive devices for DAO from LZ 38 to LZ 37. I was in the last CH-46 out of DAO from LZ 37in the early hours. It was
my first (and only) combat experience during my enlistment. I learned a lot about myself, how my training kicked in during
times of high danger and stress, how concussion effects the body (and mind) and how adrenaline causes extreme highs, then
lows!!! Also how “gallows humour” creeps in when you are absolutely positive the next round has your name on it!
Probably the most nervous
time of the whole operation
was walking the halls checking the explosives in DAO
from LZ 38 to LZ 37. I just
knew I was going to blow
myself up! This is the first
picture I have ever seen of the
results of those explosives
found on the internet recently.
Lots of information coming
out now. Bill English
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Corps values and Civilian Life
I would imagine all former Marines, especially those active in the Marine Corps League, can appreciate the General Orders that we all committed to memory during our 12 weeks in Basic Training. For myself, it was in 1974, October 3rd—
December 28th in Parris Island, South Carolina. I can remember reciting these to where they became second nature
upon any questioning by a Drill Instructor or Marine while a recruit. It really took me years to truly understand the importance of these 11 statements. As a recruit, you are inundated with so much information that just trying to memorize
them was difficult enough with all going on during training. When I was in Saigon in 1975 during Operation Frequent
Wind and Eagle Pull, I remember marching to them during guard duty outside the ARVAN barracks in Defense Attaché
Office in the wee hours of the morning, desperately trying to remain in the context of number 2, as well as staying
awake!!! Lack of sleep for days, stress, loss of fellow Marines, and the warm mornings of South Vietnam in April
combined to make that the longest 4 hours of my life! 2400 — 0400 was a long stretch of guard duty on top of the
activities of the day to get as many people as possible out on the flights from Tan Son Nhut Airport and later the CH-46’s
and CH-53’s from the fleet from the LZ’s in DAO. As the years passed and I finished my enlistment with the Corps, I
would invariably remember this period during my “civilian” re-integration. There wasn’t much of what they called
“mustering out” as from earlier eras in the Corps in 1978. So most former Marines were left to their own devices and
desires to blend in, or disappear in some cases, into the American Dream. I have found that all of these precepts/orders
have seamlessly applied in various and unexpected ways during my life out of the Corps. If you put any of these into a
civilian context, they would apply just as well. You could do worse by not appreciating these few words. Think on them
and remember the days with your “Little Red Book” with appreciation for the Drill Instructors that pounded them and
other relevant information into your brain. They have, and are still serving me well, even now.
Semper Fi,
Bill English
Sr. Vice Commandant
PFC English Circa 1975 at
Henderson Hall for Marine
Security Guard training, just
before flying out to South
Vietnam for an anticipated 2.5
year tour as a Watchstander
with the Saigon detachment.
Received promotion to L/Cpl
upon graduation.

Rifle Range with the ever-present and
vigilant Drill Instructor.

1. To take charge of this post and all government property in view.
2. To walk my post in a military manner, keeping always on the alert and observing everything that takes place within
sight or hearing.
3. To report all violations of orders I am instructed to enforce.
4. To repeat all calls from posts more distant from the guardhouse than my own.
5. To quit my post only when properly relieved.
6. To receive, obey, and pass on the sentry who relieves me, all orders from the commanding officer, officer of the day,
and officers and non-commissioned officers of the guard, only.
7. To talk to no one except in the line of duty.
8. To give the alarm in case of fire or disorder.
9. To call the corporal of the guard in any case not covered by instructions.
10.To salute all officers and all colours and standards not cased.
11.To be especially watchful at night; and during the time for challenging, to challenge all persons on or near my post,
and to allow no one to pass without proper authority.
The eleven General Orders for sentries never change. They constitute the unyielding bedrock upon which Marines enforce military security in the United States and throughout the world. General Orders dictate the conduct of all Marines on guard duty. These orders apply to all Marines at all bases and outposts in time of peace, and in
time of war.
Marine recruits in boot camp must memorize these General Orders. Woe be unto the unfortunate
recruit who can not shout out, verbatim and without hesitation, all eleven of them. Such a recruit will
incur a firestorm of wrath from his Drill Instructor. There is sound logic for this rigid training. The
eleven General Orders will guide each Marine throughout his years in the Corps.
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Historical/Heroes of the Past

Original Order of the Day from WWII, copied to my Father-in-Law, 2nd Lieutenant M. E. Constant from Major
General L. M. Heath Commander 5th Indian Division. 10 April 1941
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Memories ‘n’ Stuff

Insurgent’s executed this little girl’s entire family, and even shot her, but she survived. She
continues to improve, but tends to moan and
stay stressed until John began holding her. She
calms down with him and he continued this
vigil for days. Sgt John Gebhardt

Both of these young men are my relations on my
Aunt Eleanor’s side. (Daigle) now stationed in Afghanistan.

The Marines in the 3 pics
just above were in my platoon in 1978—Camp
Lejuene 2/2 Fox Company
Weapons Platoon, Demo.
Just returned from Fam Fire
of the LAW. Don’t worry,
I checked that all magazines were empty as well as
the chamber! Were we ever
that young!
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Two main events dominate the Royal Marines
Association calendar in the Spring months of
April and May.
These are the annual commemoration of the
Zeebrugge Raid, carried out on the 23rd April
1918 and the Remembrance service carried out
yearly in early May at the Royal Marines Graspan Memorial in The Mall, adjacent to Admiralty
Arch in London.
The Zeebrugge Raid was carried out on 23rd
April 1918 (St. George’s Day – England’s patron
saint) by a joint services force of Royal naval
ships and men, attached RAF personnel and the
4th Battalion Royal marine Light Infantry supported by gunners of the Royal Marine Artillery.
The raid was a concept put forward by British
Admiral Sir John Jellicoe, in 1917 and planned
and carried out by Vice Admiral Roger Keyes
(Later to be knighted). The idea was for an
amphibious attack on the German held Belgium
port of Zeebrugge, with a view to blocking
access to the North sea by German U-Boats
and small patrol vessels operating from their
bases and pens in the city of Bruges. The German U-boats were attacking Allied shipping in
the open seas and losses of ships and supplies
vital to the Allied war effort were starting to
mount alarmingly.
The port was to be blocked by blowing up three
blockships and two old submarines in the harbour, and at the entrance to the Brugges canal.
The 4th Battalion Royal Marines with trained
parties of Royal naval personnel were to storm
ashore from the cruiser Vindictive and from
two Mersey ferryboats, the Iris and the Daffodil and silence the shore batteries sited on the Zeebrugge mole which
dominated access to the harbour entrance.
The operation only enjoyed a partial success and casualties amongst the 4th Battalion were high, with 119 killed, 234
wounded and 13 missing over a period of some 30 odd minutes! As a mark of respect to the bravery of the 4th Battalion RMLI, it was never reformed again. The majority of casualties of the raid, both British and German were buried
in either Dover, St James cemetery or in St. Donnerskirk cemetery in Zeebrugge.

Nearly all men can stand adversity, but if you want to test a man’s character, give him power. Abraham Lincoln
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The Graspan memorial was erected in
1903 in St James Park, London, UK to
commemorate the Royal Marines
killed in China and South Africa
(1899 to 1900) The memorial was
moved from here in 1940 and placed
in store until 1948 when it was moved
to its present location in The Mall.
The memorial was rededicated by
HRH The Duke of Edinburgh and
Commandant General of the Royal
Marines in the year 2000 with the
addition of a Bronze ring around the
statue base. After rededication it then
became the Royal Marines National
memorial dedicated to all Royal marines who have served on both land
and sea. It depicts a Royal Marine
standing over his wounded comrade
with Rifle at the ready and bayonet
fixed, prepared to take on all comers
in defence of his fellow Marine.

To me, it sums up the spirit and dedication to the values upheld by Marine Corps everywhere, both Royal and foreign. Royal Marines
served on land and at sea during the Chinese Wars of the late 19th and early 20th centuries. One of their most successful engagements
was the defence of the Embassy compounds in Beijing during the ‘Boxer, rebellion of 1898 to 1901. The Chinese ‘Boxers’ or
‘Righteous Harmony Society' were anti-imperialist and wanted to drive out all foreigners from Chinese soil. They gathered in Beijing,
China in June 1900 and aided by the Chinese Imperial Army, attacked the Foreign Legations of the eight nation alliance (Japan, Russia,
Italy, UK, USA, France, Austria-Hungary and Germany) The British legation was defended by Royal Marines and the US legation by
US Marines. The allied forces defending the legation compound held out against the Boxers and the Chinese Army for 55 days, until
relieved by an eight nation’s relief column of 20,000 men.
In 1898 war broke out between the Boer republics and the British, in South Africa. Royal marines participated in the conflict both on
land and at sea. The Boers were tough independent farmers of Dutch descent who eked out a living on small farms on the South African
veldt. They were expert trackers and marksman, their fieldcraft was second to none. They mainly operated in ‘Commandos’, small
mobile groups of horsemen using hit and run tactics to disrupt regular troops. They were armed with artillery pieces, but their main
weapon was the German Mauser rifle with its five round magazine, plus some machine guns.
A small battalion of Royal Marines and Naval personnel had been formed in November 1899 to join a column led by Lord Methuen,
tasked to relieve the Diamond mining town of Kimberley. The column came under attack by the Boers defending high ground just outside of the town of Belmont. After a short action in which the twelve pounder artillery pieces of the Royal Marines and Royal Navy
managed to silence the Boer artillery, the Boers retreated to a line of hills known as the Graspan. The Boer positions were attacked there
by Methuen’s column with the combined RM and Naval battalions and a company of the Kings Own Yorkshire Light Infantry. They
were ordered to carry out an advance ‘inclined to the right’ towards the Boer positions, 3Km away. At 700 metres after coming under
heavy small arms fire the Royal Marines and attachments took cover and advanced in short sharp rushes with covering fire. Their cover
consisted of grass approximately 45cm high and the occasional ant hill, if they were lucky! The attackers sustained heavy casualties but
pressed on to the base of the hills and took cover behind the rocks. With fixed bayonets they scrambled halfway up the hill and formed a
line. They slowly advanced to within 25 metres of the crest, when the Boer defenders started to run. The Boers didn’t have the stomach
for close in fighting and many did not carry bayonets. The attackers crested the hill to come under heavy small arms fire on both flanks,
but the battle was over by now and the Boers were soon in retreat. Once again, Royal Marines had proved their worth both on the land
and at sea.
Roger (Tiny) Payne
Hon. member Det 1088 & RMA Canterbury Branch.

Ack: Wikepedia, UK Inventory War Memorials & J. Ladd’s ‘Royal Marine Commando’.
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We Remember
"KOREA--PLUS SIXTY YEARS.
WERE LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE FORGOTTEN WAR ?
Sometimes called the "The Forgotten War", the “Reds” invaded South Korea in June 1950. President Truman called it a
police action- but it wound up with hard fighting for three years and some 33,686 Americans killed in action. The War
was suspended in a draw; with the 38th parallel boundary re-established. In conversation, BGen. Richard O. Nelson
(MS) (then a regular Army Intelligence Officer), asked, WHAT WOULD HAVE HAPPENED IF WE HAD WON
THE KOREAN WAR ?" This is a hard one to answer . On the one hand , an ultimately successful containment policy
developed . The USSR , which backed the 1950 Communist Invasion of South Korea, finally fell apart in 1991 (having
bankrupted itself in the arms race). However , Communist North Korea lingers on with costly defensive forces in place
for the last 60 years. Although there is diplomatic contact between the Koreas , the North now threatens the South and Japan with missiles. The people of the North have been subjugated and deprived for all those years compared to the now
very prosperous South. A fight to win implies that North Korea would have been put out of business rather than contained. But how costly would it have been to hold all the ground to the Yalu River -against the Chinese, who had already deployed tens of thousands of troops. That victory would have required a greater show of will and determination.
What were, and now are the "vital U.S. interests”? In a speech before the Korean War, the then Secretary of State , Dean
Acheson, spoke of U.S. vital interests, but failed to mention Korea. It is now believed that this speech helped persuade
Stalin to go along with the War. A similar situation arose 30 years later when Argentina invaded the Falkland Islands.
A British General was asked at the Argentine Military Academy, if the U.K. would defend the islands . His response was
that the U.K. could not afford too. David H. Hackworth ("Military") " LESSONS OF A WAR NOT LEARNED", comments about repeated errors in assuming easy victory. The U.S. thought that air power and only a token show of ground
forces would scare off the enemy. Vietnam involved some of the same “win without fighting” assumption - and so, even
to Kosovo . It is too early to comment on the current conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan , but the High Command in Kuwait
realised in time that we needed troops on the ground and behind the lines!! As we look back on the Korean War, the
Officers and NCOs' of that day were largely WW II veterans . Individual Reservists were recalled in all three Services.
The National Guard , except for four Divisions , was not called to War . Draftees became the source of American and
British warriors for Korea. For the U.S., this was even more the case in Vietnam. Then the Draft ceased - and the
Reserves, including the National Guard , were considered no longer in strategic reserve, but part of a Total Force
in being. Now; there is continued involvement of Regular and Reserves (U.S. and U.K.) in more places all over the
world. Col.Hackworth told us that the U.S. could not effectively defend South Korea today . It would take real hard war
making efforts - no easy airpower way out. The Lieutenants and Privates of the Korean War are now age 78 to 85, and to
them and to the families of the casualties, the War is hardly forgotten. However, can these now “senior citizens”, tell us
what the U.S. learned from the Korean War ?? How much smarter is the U. S. than 60 years ago??
---------------------------------------- ---" Well , Korea was not a " Famous Victory". Even as we fought, it became the "Forgotten War". Few Americans
really wanted to know about the horrors that engulfed the peninsula, and once the guns were silent along the 38th parallel-not in victory but something called a ceasefire-- everyone wanted to forget it! " But sacrifices made by Americans and
the Allies in Korea during 1950-1953 did much to make the World we now live in less dangerous. And, that's more than
what came front other famous victories..."
" We fought so that aggression against a peaceful ally should not stand ....
This was militant communism's first defeat at arms....That it altered the course of history became clearer with time."
" Historians... believe that the Korean War was the most decisive action of the entire Cold War.!"
- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - n.b. Excerpts taken from a VFW Magazine article by T.R. Fehrenbach and TNSG newsletter (July 2000) " Korean War
Vets- Be Proud".
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------" Forgotten War America Won in 1988" . Watch and Learn the truth. See it now on Universal Pictures DVD 825 504 7-11
"CHARLIE WILSON'S WAR". For once be proud of CIA and Congressman C. Wilson from Texas !
—————————————————————————————–

This compiled by LTG. Jonathan L. Dunkerley . US Marine Corps League ,London
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RMA and MCL gatherings

Note from Ian MacDonald on his trip to the South East Divisional Conference in
Mobile, Alabama March 4th-8th, 2010.
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Hi Bob
Thought I'd drop you a quick email to let you know how we got
on at the South East Divisional
Conference in Mobile Alabama
March 4th-8th
We travelled out to Mobile via
Charlotte North Carolina and
arrived Mobile evening 2nd
March.
I would just like to say how well
your colleagues looked after us.
They made us so welcome and
we have made some great new
friends on the other "side of the
pond"
We are now members of the
USMC league. We are looking
forward to the next one which is
in Orlando, Florida in March
next year. Some of the guys we
met have now joined the RMA
and will be trying to get over for
the RMA AGM which is at
Lympstone Sept 17th-19th
Attached are a couple of photos
we had taken whilst in Mobile
Hope to see you if you will be at
Lympstone yourself in Sept.
Regards Ian
Semper Fi

Upcoming
Events

March 09 2010:
Detachment
Meeting @ RMR Bermondsey 1900
for 1930
June 22 2010:
AGM and Detachment Meeting @ RMR Bermondsey
1900 for 1930

Honorary Commandant:
General Charles C Krulak USMC (Ret)
31st Commandant of the Marine Corps
Detachment 1088 Commandant: Robert Martin
Sr. Vice Commandant: Bill English
Jr. Vice Commandant: Leonard Smith
Jr. Past Commandant: Mike Allen
Paymaster: Andrew Colquhoun
Judge Advocate: Larry Lewis
Adjutant:
Sgt. at Arms: Paul Young
Chaplain: Ray Mitchell
PR Officer: Robert Martin
Youth Program Director:
Historian: Mike Allen
Quartermaster: Frank Bradley
Editor: Bill English

For further details regarding any
activity: www.mcl-london-uk.org
Dates to remember:
April 14th, 1988—Soviet Union
agrees to withdraw troops from
Afghanistan in UN agreement
April 28th 1944—anniversary of
Operation Tiger attack (hence
Slapton Sands Memorial)
June 2010—60 year anniversary
of beginning of the Korean War
August 2nd, 2010—20th anniversary of the outbreak of the Gulf
War (Kuwait)
Dec 7th, 2011—60th anniversary
of the attack on Pearl Harbor

The Marine Corps League was founded in1923 and was chartered by an Act of Congress in 1937. Detachment 1088 is one of
the few MCL detachments outside the United States and is
based in London, drawing its membership from active duty, reserve, retired and honourably discharged former US Marines now
living throughout the United Kingdom, Europe and America. Detachment 1088 also has a strong associate membership drawn
from the Royal Marines Association as well as from other suitably
qualified individuals. Detachment 1088 actively seeks and welcomes regular, associate and dual-detachment applications. For
further details, please use the contact details listed on the front
page.
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